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…. on a naturally green planet Earth
Humankind has to find its way back to nature without squandering
finite resources polluting the environment and endangering the health

…..... in pure air and with clean water
Pollution of air, water and food is the main reason for severe health problems.
It must and can be drastically reduced by benign clean sustainable energies !

…......... clean sustainable energy for all
All our associated organizations are working on the implementation of
decentralized clean environment-friendly energy systems for everybody.
....

…............. peacefully in an armless society
All the wasteful war budgets of over one Trillion $ per year must be
deviated into peace-building activities and for clean sustainable energies
to protect humankind and nature from decay.
The World Circle of the Consensus (Cercle Mondial Du Consensus)
initiated 1984 the Global Code of Ethics during the Marcos corruption in
the Philippines. In 1992 CMDC proclaimed the Global Energy Charter
for Sustainable Development by its World Sustainable Energy Coalition
WSEC at the first United Nations Rio Summit
www.cmdc.net
ISEO is the UN-ECOSOC accredited NGO initiated 2002 at the Swiss
National Council by members of six political parties to promote and
implement sustainable energy world-wide, based on the earlier initiative
by the CMDC World Sustainable Energy Coalition WSEC, implementing
the Global Energy Charter for Sustainable Development www.uniseo.org
ISO jointly with IEC in the electrical field and ITU for telecommunication are the
international technical standardization bodies needed for certification. The ISO
standards on energy systems analyses and statistics are indispensable tools for
sustainable energy - see ISO/TC203
www.iso.org & www.iec.ch & www.itu.int
The International Clean Energy Consortium ICEC was founded 1991 ahead of
the first Rio Summit in 1992 as a vehicle for the implementation of clean energy
systems, based on the Global Energy Charter for Sustainable Development.
ICEC cooperates with universities, manufacturers and investors.
www.icec.ch
The International Ecoenergy Academy IEA founded in Baku as forerunner of
ecological energy policies and strategies is associated with ISEO in Geneva to
expand its fruitful work world-wide to bring the environment and energy into
balance. An extended and updated Blueprint for the Sustainable Energy Age will
be jointly issued
www.ieacademy.org
The global currency
as discussed at the International Currency Conference in
China in 2014 and the BITCOIN initiative are essential means to give all humans
equal economic chances without currency manipulations causing loss of revenues
and savings as recently experienced again in Russia and before over centuries.

..........…all in harmony with a progressive international alliance
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World Progress Report and Outlook 2015
The world-wide tendency towards bio products is gaining ground in most countries and by all
generations. "Back to nature" must be everybody's future credo, realizing that too much chemistry in daily life and
agriculture is damaging the health and biosphere. Natural alternative medicine is getting accepted by health
insurances. Procure the "Naturally Fit & Healty" guide from the ISEO-CMDC secretariat in Geneva.

pure air & clean water

are making good progress thanks to cleaner
transportation with electric and clean fuel power drives. Buildings rely less on fossil fuel fired
heating systems thanks to decentralized solar systems providing clean electricity and heat.

clean sustainable energy for all

This slogan proclaimed by
United United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-moon at the 3rd Summit for Sustainable Development
in Rio is now becoming globally well accepted in accordance with the UN declaration of the
Sustainable Energy Decade, sparked off by the ISEO conference on sustainable energy in
January 2013 in Geneva. However some politicians still seem to ignore the ISEO appeal to STOP the insane,
finite nuclear power technology !! The urgent request addressed to the United Nations to
prohibit all Uranium enrichment after the Fukushima catastrophe was not taken seriously. In
the last News Years message the terrible radioactive contamination of the whole Pacific Ocean,
threatening the survival of all sea life was ignored by many decision makers, especially in Asian
nations and by Russia, who are still planning lots of too expensive, unsafe nuclear power plants,
while clean renewable energy systems can supply enough decentralized cheap energy without any environmental
risks. Urgent action by the United Nations is required to stop such irresponsible energy plans endangering the
whole world population for thousands of years ! See the alarming Fukushima report on the back page.

peace in an armless society
Criminal members of society, terrorists and governments are still purchasing arms and
organizing armies to the extent of 1,7 Trillion $ (1'700'000 Million US$ !) every year to kill
innocent people for religious or selfish economic or political reasons. This money is
missing to safe our planet from insane behaviors destroying our biospheres and health of humans,
plant life and animals. It is the most urgent noble task of the United Nations, NGOs, private citizens
and academia to stop this madness and the waste of tax payers moneys before it is too late for planet Earth.

International Clean Energy Consortium Review
and Outlook for 2015

METHASYN ® the future universal clean, sustainable fuel & feedstock

www.methasyn.com

The future fuel concept based on methanol proposed by late ICEC co-founder Prof.Dr. John O'M. Bockris, Nobel
laureate Prof. George Olah, Prof.Dr. Esteban Chornet, Prof.Dr. Urs Weidmann and Prof.Dr. Frank Stoecklin was
presented world-wide with several methanol plants in the planning stage with experienced technology partners,
using organic wastes as amply available cheap feedstock, thus solving also the waste management problem in a
profitable, ecological way instead of dumping or incinerating the waste at a loss to the community treasuries.

STARWIND ® the 4th generation gearless p.m. MW wind turbine technology www.starwind.info
Manufacturing, international project planning and implementation are progressing, increasing the efficient clean and
wind power share at lowest installation and maintenance cost in the renewable energy mix of the MegaWatt class,
that surpassed in 2014 an installed world wind power peak capacity of 320 GW.

GEOCOGEN ® the 4th generation geothermal co-generation technology

www.icec.ch

GigaWatt projects are still in the planning stage adding to the geothermal energy share of presently about 15 GW
world-wide considerably despite the setback due to the restructuring of the ailing European utilities.

HYSOLAR ® the 4th generation solar hybrid heat & PV technology

www.icec.ch

Manufacturing plans in low cost countries, international project planning and implementation are making progress
of this super efficient roof-integrated hybrid solar system, increasing the solar share in the renewable energy mix
beyond the installed combined thermal & electric sectors of 400 GW world-wide.
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HELM

the innovative contracting formula for clean energy projects

www.icec.ch

Contracting is gaining ground to enable the easy financing of renewable energy and efficiency systems.

MEDSHILD ® will protect the shores, settlements and deltas of the Mediterranean and Black seas
from the rising Atlantic ocean level by controlling the Mediterranean Sea level and producing lots of
clean, sustainable energy and desalinated water. The inaugural MEDSHILD session at the United
Nations in Geneva was held in November 2014 initiating the political planning process among the 32
bordering MEDSHILD and REDSHILD nations and to start up the engineering.
www.medshild.com

REDSHILD

is the counter part of MEDSHILD to protect the shores of the Red Sea and the Suez
Canal from the rising Indian ocean sea level, also producing lots of clean, renewable energies like
MEDSHILD with HYDROPOWER, STARWIND, SOLAR & GEOCOGEN on both sides of the dams.

STOP the insane, finite and lethal Nuclear Energy Technology !!!!

Too many signs that the Pacific Coasts are being deadly threatened by Nuclear Radiation from Fukushima
Every single day, 300 tons of radioactive water from Fukushima entered the Pacific Ocean. This means that the
total amount of radioactive material released was constantly increasing, and is steadily building up in our food
chain. Ultimately, all of this nuclear radiation will outlive all of us. It will take decades to clean up the Fukushima
disaster, and meanwhile countless innocent people will develop cancer and other health problems as a result of
exposure to high levels of nuclear radiation. Such nuclear disasters, as experienced also in Chernobyl and by all
Strontium and other lethal leakages will wipe out all life on Earth, if the United Nations Organisation is not
enforcing international laws to stop all nuclear power plant projects and to decommission existing ones!
There is too much evidence that the life of the whole world is being endangered by nuclear radiation !
A vast field of radioactive debris from Fukushima the size of California has crossed the Pacific Ocean
Back in 2012, the Vancouver Sun reported that cesium-137 was being found in a very high percentage of the
fish that Japan was selling to Canada.…
• 73 percent of mackerel tested
• 91 percent of the halibut
• 92 percent of the sardines
• 93 percent of the tuna and eel
• 94 percent of the cod and anchovies
• 100 percent of the carp, seaweed, shark and monkfish
Atmospheric radiation from Fukushima reached the west coast of the United States within a few days
Up to 100 times more nuclear radiation was released from Fukushima than by the entire Chernobyl disaster
It is being projected that the entire Pacific Ocean will soon “have cesium levels 5 to 10 times higher” than what
we witnessed during the era of heavy atomic bomb testing in the Pacific many decades ago
!!!!
The Iodine-131, Cesium-137 and Strontium-90 that are constantly coming from Fukushima are going to affect
the health of those living in the northern hemisphere for a very, very long time: Iodine-131 can be ingested into
the thyroid, where it emits beta particles (electrons) that damage tissue. A plague of damaged
thyroids has already been reported among as many as 40 percent of the poor children in the
Fukushima area. Strontium-90’s half-life is 29 years. It mimics calcium and goes to our bones.
According to a recent Planet Infowars report, the California coastline is being transformed
into a DEAD ZONE ….
Yale Professor Charles Perrow is warning that if the cleanup of Fukushima is not handled
with 100% precision humanity could be threatened “for thousands of years“
Source: The Truth | Michael Snyder 2013
__________________________________________________________________________________________

ISEO Membership: Everybody is cordially invited to join ISEO to advance the clean energy
development, start local action groups to implement clean technologies and to meet at joint
conferences. Get the free Newsletters. Enrolment form under “Application” on www.uniseo.org
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